


KJV Bible Word Studies for MIXED



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

mixed 4107 ## mahal {maw-hal'}; a primitive root; properly, to cut down or reduce, i.e. by implication, to 
adulterate: -- {mixed}. 

mixed 4469 ## mamcak {mam-sawk'}; from 4537; mixture, i.e. (specifically) wine mixed (with water or 
spices): -- drink-offering, {mixed} wine. 

mixed 6154 ## `ereb {ay'-reb}; or `ereb (1 Kings 10:15), (with the article prefix), {eh'-reb}; from 6148; the 
web (or transverse threads of cloth); also a mixture, (or mongrel race): -- Arabia, mingled people, {mixed} 
(multitude), woof. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

mixed 01098 ## b@liyl {bel-eel'} ; from 01101 ; {mixed} , i . e . (specifically) feed (for cattle) : -- corn , 
fodder , provender . 

mixed 04107 ## mahal {maw-hal'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to cut down or reduce , i . e . by implication
, to adulterate : -- {mixed} . 

mixed 04469 ## mamcak {mam-sawk'} ; from 04537 ; mixture , i . e . (specifically) wine {mixed} (with water
or spices) : -- drink-offering , mixed wine . 

mixed 06154 ## ` ereb {ay'- reb} ; or` ereb (1 Kings 10 : 15) , (with the article prefix) , {eh'- reb} ; from 
06148 ; the web (or transverse threads of cloth) ; also a mixture , (or mongrel race) : -- Arabia , mingled 
people , {mixed} (multitude) , woof . 

unmixed 0185 - akeraios {ak-er'-ah-yos}; from 0001 (as a negative particle) and a presumed derivative of 
2767; {unmixed}, i.e. (figuratively) innocent: -- harmless, simple. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

4786 + together + hath tempered + them not being mixed +/ . sugkerannumi {soong-ker-an'-noo-mee}; from
4862 + and beside + accompanied +/ and 2767 + fill + is poured + she hath filled +/ ; to commingle, i .e . 
(figuratively) to combine or assimilate: --mix with, temper together . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

mixed 4107 -- mahal -- {mixed}.

mixed 4469 -- mamcak -- drink-offering, {mixed} wine.

mixed 6154 -- \ereb -- Arabia, mingled people, {mixed} (multitude), woof.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

mixed 4786 sugkerannumi * {mixed} , {4786 sugkerannumi } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- mixed , 1101 , 4107 , 4469 , 6151 , 6154 ,

* mixed , 4786 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

mixed - 4786 {mixed}, tempered, together,



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools

Explore all the new ways to study and using
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

mixed , EXO_12_38,

mixed , NUM_11_04 ,

mixed , NEH_13_03 ,

mixed , PRO_23_30,

mixed , ISA_01_22,

mixed , DAN_02_41 , DAN_02_43 , DAN_02_43,

mixed , HOS_07_08 ,

mixed , HEB_04_02 ,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

mixed Dan_02_41 # And whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, part of potter's clay, and part of iron, the 
kingdom shall be divided; but there shall be in it of the strength of the iron, forasmuch as thou sawest the 
iron mixed with miry clay.

mixed Dan_02_43 # And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with 
the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay.

mixed Dan_02_43 # And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with 
the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay.

mixed Exo_12_38 # And a mixed multitude went up also with them; and flocks, and herds, [even] very 
much cattle.

mixed Heb_04_02 # For unto us was the gospel preached, as well as unto them: but the word preached did 
not profit them, not being mixed with faith in them that heard [it].

mixed Hos_07_08 # Ephraim, he hath mixed himself among the people; Ephraim is a cake not turned.

mixed Isa_01_22 # Thy silver is become dross, thy wine mixed with water:

mixed Neh_13_03 # Now it came to pass, when they had heard the law, that they separated from Israel all 
the mixed multitude.

mixed Num_11_04 # And the mixed multitude that [was] among them fell a lusting: and the children of 
Israel also wept again, and said, Who shall give us flesh to eat?

mixed Pro_23_30 # They that tarry long at the wine; they that go to seek mixed wine.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

mixed himself among Hos_07_08 # Ephraim, he hath mixed himself among the people; Ephraim is a cake 
not turned.

mixed multitude that Num_11_04 # And the mixed multitude that [was] among them fell a lusting: and the 
children of Israel also wept again, and said, Who shall give us flesh to eat?

mixed multitude went Exo_12_38 # And a mixed multitude went up also with them; and flocks, and herds, 
[even] very much cattle.

mixed multitude Neh_13_03 # Now it came to pass, when they had heard the law, that they separated from 
Israel all the mixed multitude.

mixed wine Pro_23_30 # They that tarry long at the wine; they that go to seek mixed wine.

mixed with clay Dan_02_43 # And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle 
themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with 
clay.

mixed with faith Heb_04_02 # For unto us was the gospel preached, as well as unto them: but the word 
preached did not profit them, not being mixed with faith in them that heard [it].

mixed with miry Dan_02_41 # And whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, part of potter's clay, and part of 
iron, the kingdom shall be divided; but there shall be in it of the strength of the iron, forasmuch as thou 
sawest the iron mixed with miry clay.

mixed with miry Dan_02_43 # And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle 
themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with 
clay.

mixed with water Isa_01_22 # Thy silver is become dross, thy wine mixed with water:



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

mixed multitude Neh_13_03 

mixed multitude Num_11_04 

mixed multitude went up also with them Exo_12_38 



mixed EXO 012 038 And a {mixed} <06154 + multitude <07227 +rab > went <05927 + up also <01571 +gam > 
with them ; and flocks <06629 +tso>n > , and herds <01241 +baqar > , [ even ] very <03966 +m@ much <03515 
+kabed > cattle <04735 +miqneh > . 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

mixed ^ Hos_07_08 / mixed /^himself among the people; Ephraim is a cake not turned. 

mixed ^ Num_11_04 / mixed /^multitude that [was] among them fell a lusting: and the children of Israel 
also wept again, and said, Who shall give us flesh to eat? 

mixed ^ Exo_12_38 / mixed /^multitude went up also with them; and flocks, and herds, [even] very much 
cattle. 

mixed ^ Neh_13_03 / mixed /^multitude. 

mixed ^ Pro_23_30 / mixed /^wine. 

mixed ^ Dan_02_43 / mixed /^with clay. 

mixed ^ Heb_04_02 / mixed /^with faith in them that heard [it]. 

mixed ^ Dan_02_43 / mixed /^with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they 
shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay. 

mixed ^ Dan_02_41 / mixed /^with miry clay. 

mixed ^ Isa_01_22 / mixed /^with water: 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

mixed ......... them , not being mixed 4786 -sugkerannumi-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

mixed 1Sa_01_22 Thy silver is become dross, thy wine {mixed} with water: 

mixed Dan_02_43 And whereas thou sawest iron {mixed} with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with 
the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay. 

mixed Dan_02_43 And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with 
the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not {mixed} with clay. 

mixed Dan_02_41 And whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, part of potter's clay, and part of iron, the 
kingdom shall be divided; but there shall be in it of the strength of the iron, forasmuch as thou sawest the 
iron {mixed} with miry clay. 

mixed Exo_12_38 And a {mixed} multitude went up also with them; and flocks, and herds, [even] very 
much cattle. 

mixed Heb_04_02 For unto us was the gospel preached, as well as unto them: but the word preached did 
not profit them, not being {mixed} with faith in them that heard [it]. 

mixed Hos_07_08 Ephraim, he hath {mixed} himself among the people; Ephraim is a cake not turned. 

mixed Neh_13_03 Now it came to pass, when they had heard the law, that they separated from Israel all the
{mixed} multitude. 

mixed Num_11_04 And the {mixed} multitude that [was] among them fell a lusting: and the children of 
Israel also wept again, and said, Who shall give us flesh to eat? 

mixed Pro_23_30 They that tarry long at the wine; they that go to seek {mixed} wine. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

mixed ^ Heb_04_02 For <2532> <1063> unto us was <2070> (5748) the gospel preached <2097> (5772), as 
well as <2509> unto them <2548>: but <0235> the word <3056> preached <0189> did <5623> <0> not 
<3756> profit <5623> (5656) them <1565>, not <3361> being {mixed} <4786> (5772) with faith <4102> in 
them that heard <0191> (5660) it. 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
mixed Dan_02_41 And whereas (01768 +diy ) thou sawest (02370 +chaza) ) the feet (07271 +r@gal ) and 
toes (00677 +)etsba( ) , part (04481 +min ) of potters (06353 +pechar ) clay (02635 +chacaph ) , and part 
(04481 +min ) of iron (06523 +parzel ) , the kingdom (04437 +malkuw ) shall be divided (06386 +p@lag ) ; 
but there shall be in it of the strength (05326 +nitsbah ) of the iron (06523 +parzel ) , forasmuch as thou 
sawest (02370 +chaza) ) the iron (06523 +parzel ) {mixed} (06151 +(arab ) with miry (02917 +tiyn ) clay 
(02635 +chacaph ) . 

mixed Dan_02_43 And whereas (01768 +diy ) thou sawest (02370 +chaza) ) iron (06523 +parzel ) mixed 
(06151 +(arab ) with miry (02917 +tiyn ) clay (02635 +chacaph ) , they shall mingle (06151 +(arab ) 
themselves with the seed (02234 +z@ra( ) of men (00606 +)enash ):but they shall not cleave (01693 +d@baq 
) one (01836 +den ) to another (01836 +den ) , even (01887 +he) ) as iron (06523 +parzel ) is not {mixed} 
(06151 +(arab ) with clay (02635 +chacaph ) . 

mixed Dan_02_43 And whereas (01768 +diy ) thou sawest (02370 +chaza) ) iron (06523 +parzel ) {mixed} 
(06151 +(arab ) with miry (02917 +tiyn ) clay (02635 +chacaph ) , they shall mingle (06151 +(arab ) 
themselves with the seed (02234 +z@ra( ) of men (00606 +)enash ):but they shall not cleave (01693 +d@baq 
) one (01836 +den ) to another (01836 +den ) , even (01887 +he) ) as iron (06523 +parzel ) is not mixed 
(06151 +(arab ) with clay (02635 +chacaph ) . 

mixed Exo_12_38 And a {mixed} (06154 +(ereb ) multitude (07227 +rab ) went (05927 +(alah ) up also 
(01571 +gam ) with them ; and flocks (06629 +tso)n ) , and herds (01241 +baqar ) , [ even ] very (03966 
+m@(od ) much (03515 +kabed ) cattle (04735 +miqneh ) . 

mixed Heb_04_02 For unto us was the gospel (2097 -euaggelizo -) preached (2097 -euaggelizo -) , as well 
(2509 -kathaper -) as unto them:but the word (3056 -logos -) preached (0189 -akoe -) did not profit (5623 -
opheleo -) them , not being {mixed} (4786 -sugkerannumi -) with faith (4102 -pistis -) in them that heard 
(0191 -akouo -) [ it ] . 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


mixed Hos_07_08 . Ephraim (00669 +)Ephrayim ) , he hath {mixed} (01101 +balal ) himself (01931 +huw) ) 
among the people (05971 +(am ) ; Ephraim (00669 +)Ephrayim ) is a cake (05692 +(uggah ) not turned 
(02015 +haphak ) . 

mixed Isa_01_22 Thy silver (03701 +keceph ) is become (01961 +hayah ) dross (05509 +ciyg ) , thy wine 
(05435 +cobe) ) {mixed} (04107 +mahal ) with water (04325 +mayim ) : 

mixed Neh_13_03 Now it came (01961 +hayah ) to pass , when they had heard (08085 +shama( ) the law 
(08451 +towrah ) , that they separated (00914 +badal ) from Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) all (03605 +kol ) the 
{mixed} (06154 +(ereb ) multitude (06154 +(ereb ) . 

mixed Pro_23_30 They that tarry (00309 +)achar ) long at (05921 +(al ) the wine (03196 +yayin ) ; they that 
go (00935 +bow) ) to seek (02713 +chaqar ) {mixed} (04469 +mamcak ) wine (04469 +mamcak ) . 
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mixed , DA , 2:41 , DA , 2:43 , DA , 2:43 mixed , EX , 12:38 mixed , HEB , 4:2 mixed , HO , 7:8 mixed , ISA , 
1:22 mixed , NE , 13:3 mixed , NU , 11:4 mixed , PR , 23:30 mixed Interlinear Index Study mixed EXO 012 038 
And a {mixed} <06154 + multitude <07227 +rab > went <05927 + up also <01571 +gam > with them ; and flocks
<06629 +tso>n > , and herds <01241 +baqar > , [ even ] very <03966 +m@ much <03515 +kabed > cattle <04735
+miqneh > . mixed NEH 013 003 Now it came <01961 +hayah > to pass , when they had heard <08085 +shama< 
> the law <08451 +towrah > , that they separated <00914 +badal > from Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > all <03605 
+kol > the {mixed} <06154 + multitude <06154 + . mixed PRO 023 030 They that tarry <00309 +>achar > long 
at <05921 + the wine <03196 +yayin > ; they that go <00935 +bow> > to seek <02713 +chaqar > {mixed} 
<04469 +mamcak > wine <04469 +mamcak > . mixed ISA 001 022 Thy silver <03701 +keceph > is become 
<01961 +hayah > dross <05509 +ciyg > , thy wine <05435 +cobe> > {mixed} <04107 +mahal > with water 
<04325 +mayim > : mixed DAN 002 041 And whereas <01768 +diy > thou sawest <02370 +chaza> > the feet 
<07271 +r@gal > and toes <00677 +>etsba< > , part <04481 +min > of potters <06353 +pechar > clay <02635 
+chacaph > , and part <04481 +min > of iron <06523 +parzel > , the kingdom <04437 +malkuw > shall be 
divided <06386 +p@lag > ; but there shall be in it of the strength <05326 +nitsbah > of the iron <06523 +parzel >
, forasmuch as thou sawest <02370 +chaza> > the iron <06523 +parzel > {mixed} <06151 + with miry <02917 
+tiyn > clay <02635 +chacaph > . mixed DAN 002 043 And whereas <01768 +diy > thou sawest <02370 +chaza>
> iron <06523 +parzel > mixed <06151 + with miry <02917 +tiyn > clay <02635 +chacaph > , they shall mingle 
<06151 + themselves with the seed <02234 +z@ra< > of men <00606 +>enash > : but they shall not cleave 
<01693 +d@baq > one <01836 +den > to another <01836 +den > , even <01887 +he> > as iron <06523 +parzel >
is not {mixed} <06151 + with clay <02635 +chacaph > . mixed DAN 002 043 And whereas <01768 +diy > thou 
sawest <02370 +chaza> > iron <06523 +parzel > {mixed} <06151 + with miry <02917 +tiyn > clay <02635 
+chacaph > , they shall mingle <06151 + themselves with the seed <02234 +z@ra< > of men <00606 +>enash > : 
but they shall not cleave <01693 +d@baq > one <01836 +den > to another <01836 +den > , even <01887 +he> > 
as iron <06523 +parzel > is not mixed <06151 + with clay <02635 +chacaph > . mixed HOS 007 008 . Ephraim 
<00669 +>Ephrayim > , he hath {mixed} <01101 +balal > himself <01931 +huw> > among the people <05971 + ;
Ephraim <00669 +>Ephrayim > is a cake <05692 + not turned <02015 +haphak > . mixed HEB 004 002 For unto 
us was the gospel <2097 -euaggelizo - > preached <2097 -euaggelizo -> , as well <2509 -kathaper -> as unto them
: but the word <3056 -logos -> preached <0189 -akoe -> did not profit <5623 -opheleo -> them , not being 
{mixed} <4786 - sugkerannumi -> with faith <4102 -pistis -> in them that heard <0191 -akouo -> [ it ] . even as 
iron is not mixed with clay he hath mixed himself among iron mixed with miry clay mixed multitude mixed 
multitude mixed multitude went up also with them not being mixed with faith seek mixed wine thy wine mixed 
with water whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay - mixed , 1101 , 4107 , 4469 , 6151 , 6154 , * mixed , 
4786 , mixed EXO 012 038 And a {mixed} <06154 + multitude <07227 +rab > went <05927 + up also <01571 
+gam > with them ; and flocks <06629 +tso>n > , and herds <01241 +baqar > , [ even ] very <03966 +m@ much 
<03515 +kabed > cattle <04735 +miqneh > . * mixed , 4786 sugkerannumi , mixed -4786 {mixed}, tempered, 
together, mixed -1101 anointed , confound , mingled , {mixed} , provender , tempered , mixed -4107 {mixed} , 
mixed -4469 drink , {mixed} , wine , mixed -6151 mingle , {mixed} , mixed -6154 mingled , {mixed} , multitude 
, woof , mixed 4107 -- mahal -- {mixed}. mixed 4469 -- mamcak -- drink-offering, {mixed} wine. mixed 6154 -- 
\ereb -- Arabia, mingled people, {mixed} (multitude), woof. mixed ......... them , not being mixed 4786 -
sugkerannumi-> mixed 4107 ## mahal {maw-hal'}; a primitive root; properly, to cut down or reduce, i.e. by 
implication, to adulterate: -- {mixed}.[ql mixed 4469 ## mamcak {mam-sawk'}; from 4537; mixture, i.e. 
(specifically) wine mixed (with water or spices): -- drink- offering, {mixed} wine.[ql mixed 6154 ## And a 
{mixed} multitude went up also with them; and flocks, and herds, [even] very much cattle. mixed And the 
{mixed} multitude that [was] among them fell a lusting: and the children of Israel also wept again, and said, Who 
shall give us flesh to eat? mixed Now it came to pass, when they had heard the law, that they separated from Israel
all the {mixed} multitude. mixed They that tarry long at the wine; they that go to seek {mixed} wine. mixed Thy 
silver is become dross, thy wine {mixed} with water: mixed And whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, part of 
potter's clay, and part of iron, the kingdom shall be divided; but there shall be in it of the strength of the iron, 
forasmuch as thou sawest the iron {mixed} with miry clay. mixed And whereas thou sawest iron {mixed} with 
miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as 
iron is not mixed with clay. mixed And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle 
themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not {mixed} with clay. 
mixed Ephraim, he hath {mixed} himself among the people; Ephraim is a cake not turned. mixed For unto us was 
the gospel preached, as well as unto them: but the word preached did not profit them, not being {mixed} with faith
in them that heard it]. 



mixed , DA , 2:41 , DA , 2:43 , DA , 2:43 mixed , EX , 12:38 mixed , HEB , 4:2 mixed , HO , 7:8 mixed , ISA , 
1:22 mixed , NE , 13:3 mixed , NU , 11:4 mixed , PR , 23:30





* mixed , 4786 sugkerannumi ,



mixed -4786 {mixed}, tempered, together,



mixed -1101 anointed , confound , mingled , {mixed} , provender , tempered , mixed -4107 {mixed} , mixed -
4469 drink , {mixed} , wine , mixed -6151 mingle , {mixed} , mixed -6154 mingled , {mixed} , multitude , woof ,



mixed 4107 -- mahal -- {mixed}. mixed 4469 -- mamcak -- drink-offering, {mixed} wine. mixed 6154 -- \ereb -- 
Arabia, mingled people, {mixed} (multitude), woof.





mixed ......... them , not being mixed 4786 -sugkerannumi->



mixed 4107 ## mahal {maw-hal'}; a primitive root; properly, to cut down or reduce, i.e. by implication, to 
adulterate: -- {mixed}.[ql mixed 4469 ## mamcak {mam-sawk'}; from 4537; mixture, i.e. (specifically) wine 
mixed (with water or spices): -- drink- offering, {mixed} wine.[ql mixed 6154 ##
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mixed Interlinear Index Study mixed EXO 012 038 And a {mixed} <06154 + multitude <07227 +rab > went 
<05927 + up also <01571 +gam > with them ; and flocks <06629 +tso>n > , and herds <01241 +baqar > , [ even ] 
very <03966 +m@ much <03515 +kabed > cattle <04735 +miqneh > . mixed NEH 013 003 Now it came <01961 
+hayah > to pass , when they had heard <08085 +shama< > the law <08451 +towrah > , that they separated 
<00914 +badal > from Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > all <03605 +kol > the {mixed} <06154 + multitude <06154 + . 
mixed PRO 023 030 They that tarry <00309 +>achar > long at <05921 + the wine <03196 +yayin > ; they that go 
<00935 +bow> > to seek <02713 +chaqar > {mixed} <04469 +mamcak > wine <04469 +mamcak > . mixed ISA 
001 022 Thy silver <03701 +keceph > is become <01961 +hayah > dross <05509 +ciyg > , thy wine <05435 
+cobe> > {mixed} <04107 +mahal > with water <04325 +mayim > : mixed DAN 002 041 And whereas <01768 
+diy > thou sawest <02370 +chaza> > the feet <07271 +r@gal > and toes <00677 +>etsba< > , part <04481 +min 
> of potters <06353 +pechar > clay <02635 +chacaph > , and part <04481 +min > of iron <06523 +parzel > , the 
kingdom <04437 +malkuw > shall be divided <06386 +p@lag > ; but there shall be in it of the strength <05326 
+nitsbah > of the iron <06523 +parzel > , forasmuch as thou sawest <02370 +chaza> > the iron <06523 +parzel > 
{mixed} <06151 + with miry <02917 +tiyn > clay <02635 +chacaph > . mixed DAN 002 043 And whereas 
<01768 +diy > thou sawest <02370 +chaza> > iron <06523 +parzel > mixed <06151 + with miry <02917 +tiyn > 
clay <02635 +chacaph > , they shall mingle <06151 + themselves with the seed <02234 +z@ra< > of men <00606
+>enash > : but they shall not cleave <01693 +d@baq > one <01836 +den > to another <01836 +den > , even 
<01887 +he> > as iron <06523 +parzel > is not {mixed} <06151 + with clay <02635 +chacaph > . mixed DAN 
002 043 And whereas <01768 +diy > thou sawest <02370 +chaza> > iron <06523 +parzel > {mixed} <06151 +
with miry <02917 +tiyn > clay <02635 +chacaph > , they shall mingle <06151 + themselves with the seed <02234
+z@ra< > of men <00606 +>enash > : but they shall not cleave <01693 +d@baq > one <01836 +den > to another 
<01836 +den > , even <01887 +he> > as iron <06523 +parzel > is not mixed <06151 + with clay <02635 
+chacaph > . mixed HOS 007 008 . Ephraim <00669 +>Ephrayim > , he hath {mixed} <01101 +balal > himself 
<01931 +huw> > among the people <05971 + ; Ephraim <00669 +>Ephrayim > is a cake <05692 + not turned 
<02015 +haphak > . mixed HEB 004 002 For unto us was the gospel <2097 -euaggelizo - > preached <2097 -
euaggelizo -> , as well <2509 -kathaper -> as unto them : but the word <3056 -logos -> preached <0189 -akoe -> 
did not profit <5623 -opheleo -> them , not being {mixed} <4786 - sugkerannumi -> with faith <4102 -pistis -> in
them that heard <0191 -akouo -> [ it ] .



even as iron is not mixed with clay he hath mixed himself among iron mixed with miry clay mixed multitude 
mixed multitude mixed multitude went up also with them not being mixed with faith seek mixed wine thy wine 
mixed with water whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay 



mixed Hos_07_08 /^{mixed /himself among the people ; Ephraim is a cake not turned . mixed Neh_13_03 
/^{mixed /multitude . mixed Exo_12_38 /^{mixed /multitude went up also with them; and flocks , and herds , 
even very much cattle . mixed Pro_23_30 /^{mixed /wine . mixed Dan_02_43 /^{mixed /with clay . mixed 
Heb_04_02 /${mixed /with faith in them that heard it. mixed Dan_02_43 /^{mixed /with miry clay , they shall 
mingle themselves with the seed of men : but they shall not cleave one to another , even as iron is not mixed with 
clay . mixed Dan_02_41 /^{mixed /with miry clay . mixed Isa_01_22 /^{mixed /with water :





- mixed , 1101 , 4107 , 4469 , 6151 , 6154 , * mixed , 4786 , 



mixed And a {mixed} multitude went up also with them; and flocks, and herds, [even] very much cattle. mixed 
And the {mixed} multitude that [was] among them fell a lusting: and the children of Israel also wept again, and 
said, Who shall give us flesh to eat? mixed Now it came to pass, when they had heard the law, that they separated 
from Israel all the {mixed} multitude. mixed They that tarry long at the wine; they that go to seek {mixed} wine. 
mixed Thy silver is become dross, thy wine {mixed} with water: mixed And whereas thou sawest the feet and 
toes, part of potter's clay, and part of iron, the kingdom shall be divided; but there shall be in it of the strength of 
the iron, forasmuch as thou sawest the iron {mixed} with miry clay. mixed And whereas thou sawest iron 
{mixed} with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to 
another, even as iron is not mixed with clay. mixed And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they 
shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not {mixed}
with clay. mixed Ephraim, he hath {mixed} himself among the people; Ephraim is a cake not turned. mixed For 
unto us was the gospel preached, as well as unto them: but the word preached did not profit them, not being 
{mixed} with faith in them that heard it].
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